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PRESIDENT'S REPORT:
As we head off on our Christmas break it is a good
time to reflect on the year just past and to consider
new directions for the future. It is also a good time to
consider how lucky we are to be members of such anharmonious group of people with a single goal of becoming better wood workers in the idyllic surroundings we occupy.

Our community was deeply saddened at the recent
passing of Art Keeler and the large attendance of
members at his funeral reflected the special place he
filled in the club. We have lost one of our greatest
mentors but I am sure nearly everyone carries some of
Art's tips and tricks in their work practices. It was
wonderful to have Denny Keeler and her daughter
Mandy attend our Christmas break-up function to
catch up with old friends.

Our thirtieth birthday celebrations in July were hailed
as a great success by all who attended and involved
considerable organisation and research by the organising sub-committee who must be commended for their
work.

Thanks go to our catering committee and their helpers
for their organisation of our Christmas break-up which
was enjoyed by the many who attended. It was my
pleasure to present Des Jeffery with a Certificate of
Appreciation for his work for the club during the seventeen years of his membership at the break-up and
congratulations also go to all those who entered a box
in the maple box challenge. The initiative shown and
workmanship demonstrated was excellent and Helmut
Delrieux a very deserving winner, congratulations
Helmut.

Successful sales days and profitable commissions have
enabled the guild to fund the birthday celebrations as
well as the alterations and additions to the workshop
area while still maintaining our bank balances. A generous grant allocation from the Batemans Bay Soldiers
Club has permitted the acquisition of a new lathe that
will vastly extend our turning capacity in the turners'
area.

I thank all members for their support throughout the
year and must thank the committee for bestowing the
2017 Woody of the Year Award on me. I am very
proud and honoured to be the recipient, thank you all.

Reflecting on the past year I think it is fair to say that
the committee have achieved some great benefits that
will allow the club to proceed positively into the future
within a much safer work area. The suggestions of
Peter Brotherton to move the compactus units to their
new location and Bob Kolderie to extend the verandah
area out towards the dam have proved to be excellent
concepts. Thanks go to all of the members who assisted in bringing these projects to fruition, especially to
the many who gave so freely of their own time to complete the work. All members should benefit from the
additional work space in the coming years and hopefully have no disruption from pesky builders.

I wish you all a safe and peaceful festive season spent
in the company of those you love.
Pete McDowell

Merry Christmas
&
Happy New Year

The slabbing team, under Malcolm's direction, have
had a very busy year too and our timber storage area is
almost at full capacity due to their hard work. Don't
forget to check out these supplies for your next project. There are many very nice pieces to chose from at
much better prices than the hardware stores but make
sure that your selected pieces are properly dried before
proceeding too far.

To all our readers and their
Families, enjoy the magic of
Christmas and have a bright
and healthy 2018.
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VALE Ar t Keeler.
Last Monday 4th December the Eurobodalla Woodies said goodbye to one of our most treasured members.
Art Keeler has passed on but he will always be
remembered by club members as an amazingly strong
and independent man whose limitless advice, patience,
perseverance and good humour will always have a place
in our workshop.
When you came under Art’s influence, which was
usually associated with a box making course, he freely
passed his knowledge on to you and also the finer points
of the trade he learned throughout a lifetime.
We as members can’t thank him enough.
Art’s legacy to us through his encouragement and great
teaching resulted in most of our families now having a
jewellery box of some sort as a keepsake and some have
even been fortunate enough to win a couple of prizes at
wood shows thanks to Art – Art’s talents will be a sadly
missed and it was a privilege to share part of his life as a
woodworker within our club.
A large number of members attended Broulee
Chapel to say farewell to Art Keeler and at a request
from Denny Keeler club members formed a Guard of
Honour as a tribute to Art Keeler at the beginning of
the service.
Throughout the 14 years of Art Keeler’s membership
of the Eurobodalla Woodcraft Guild he became everyone’s friend and mentor. A summary of members
appreciations follow:
“I considered myself to be a very basic woodworker
when I first joined the Eurobodalla Woodies. Art
freely passed on his knowledge of box making, inlaying and many other finer points to me. I can’t thank him enough”.

Peter Brotherton.

“Art, in his own quiet way taught me how to be patient and creative with my woodwork. He was the one person
you went to for help and advice, this was especially true for me during my stint as club president back in the
bowling club days: when the pressure was on Art was always near by.
Malcolm McDonald
“It was my privilege to present Art with an honorary membership of the guild two years ago, an award only given
to nine members in our 30 year history. His methodology and technical abilities combined with his skill and
craftsmanship made everything he attempted stand out”.
President Pete McDowell.

If those hands could speak ……
Sitting at Art’s funeral on Monday, and hearing about his lifetime
of work with his hands – in so many varied applications – I realise
just how special they were. They allowed him to achieve amazing
feats in his varied careers, followed by the opportunity to follow
his passion of fine woodworking, in particular box making.
It was a treat for me to have made a jewellery box with Art, which
will be treasured always. Rest in peace Art. Christine Birks
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The workshop machine demonstration program 2018
will recommence in February 2018 with demonstrations happening on the 2nd & 4th Workshop Wednesday of each month.

Or bits that are happening in the Workshop

Special Interest Groups (SIG):
Members interested in joining a Special Interest
Group are encouraged to contact the club President or
Secretary. Members can list their intentions to either
participate in a group or suggest a new skill they
would like to learn.

Woodturning Workshops for 2018
John Tanner is planning to conduct the following
Woodturning Workshops during 2018:
Woodturning Basics for Beginners:
This is the 12-15 week Workshop on Woodturning
Basics held on Monday mornings. I am planning two
of these Workshops in 2018 in the first and second
half of the year. I can only have 3 students in each
Workshop (or maybe 4 with the new lathe!!!) so
make sure your name is on the Waiting List. At present I have the following members on the waiting list
in no particular order: Nick Stone, Dana Strain,
Bruce Schaeffer, Fran Campbell, Val Byrne, Kerrie
Goodrich, Nina De Caritat, Phillip Kirk. If you
would like to do this Workshop and your name is
NOT on this list, please let me know.

Projects on the Drawing Board:

Woodturning Refresher Workshop:

Belay Pins. Helmut Delrieux received a request for
the Guild to produce belay pins for an old ship. John
Tanner’s turning students have been making them out
of jarrah. Refer Page 9.

Historic Phone Box Rejuvenation. Eric Simes received confirmation to commence restoration on historic phone box from the Moruya Historical Society.
This project is expected to begin in the new year.
GRC are needing a set of “light weight framework”
to represent a Stock and Pillory that can be transported to events around the Eurobodalla shire in which
the GRC are participating. JJ and Dana are proceeding with this project. Refer Page 10.

This is the Workshop for turners who need to
REFRESH their woodturning skills or correct some
bad habits. It is also available to Members who have
already done the Basic Workshop to refresh their
memories. It will be held every second Wednesday
morning on non-club toy making days and last as
long as it takes. It is basically unstructured. I have
the following members on the waiting list in no particular order: Peter Criss, Ray Seppings, Mark Barraclough. Ken McIntyre. If you are interested in doing
this Workshop and your name is NOT on this list
please, let me know.

Box-making competition: John Clement’s challenge
to make a simple maple box using a single plank of
maple from the club’s stack. The box size and shape
is your choice, it must only be made from the plank
of pacific maple and is to be finished for judging by
John at our end of year Christmas Lunch.
Refer Page 6 & 7.
Sign-In table for Mogo Aboriginal Preschool. David
Keating is team leader and the project is complete.
Refer Page 4.

Special Turning Project Workshops.
I am thinking of those members who have a particular turning project they would like to do, or a special
skill they would like to develop. I am prepared to
organize (or facilitate using other Club Members)
Specialist Workshops. Obviously the Pen Makers are
already covered by the very good Workshops run by
Malcolm McDonald. I am really thinking of Workshops on HOW TO MAKE things such as: Turned
Lidded Boxes, Salt and Pepper Mills (BIG
ONES!!!), Deep Hole Turning, Hollow Bowl Turning, Yin Yang Candlesticks, Turning Green
Wood, Turning Large Pieces on the NEW lathe,
Turning Natural Edge Bowls and the list goes
on. Maybe you have a special piece of wood that you
would like to turn into a creation!!! If you can let
ME know your hidden desires (in Woodturning) I
will try to arrange suitable Workshops drawing on
the considerable knowledge of members in the Club.

Bench seat for Michael from the GRC. Helmut
Delrieux has almost completed the seat.
Children’s table and chair set. A request has been
received to make a set similar to that pictured on our
website. Volunteers needed.
Very large cutting board (700 x 500 x30 mm) was
ordered by a Malua Bay resident. Malcolm McDonald has volunteer to completed the project starting in
the new year.
Broulee SLSC requested two large honour boards
1500 x 1500 and 3000 x 1500. Pete McDowell has
sourced material and costings from a Canberra supplier and is awaiting reply from Broulee SLSC.

Machine Demonstrations:
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Moruya Show Society cow cut-out. The 2018 show
society organisers have requested an almost full size
cut out of a cow which needed to be free standing
complete with a swinging rear leg for the children’s
amusement event during the show weekend. The cow
team of Pete McDowell and Malcolm McDonald ably
assisted by Peter Brotherton completed the unusual
project and Susanne Page has organised the painting.
Harvey Lathe by John Tanner.
Well, after much waiting the new Harvey Lathe has
arrived. Thanks to Christine and Mike Birks the lathe
was picked up from Albion Park and delivered to our
workshop on Friday 1st Dec. It was a very heavy
wooden crate. The lathe was unpacked, disassembled
and moved piece by piece into the club workshop by
Pete McDowell, Ray Seppings, Nick Stone and John
Tanner aided by Dana Strain as the gopher! Everything was very heavy. The lathe bed was a four man
lift and the headstock was a three man lift. It was hard
work for everyone involved.

Mogo Aboriginal Preschool Sign In Table.
The table project was made by David Keating from
Iron Bark (shelf) with Silky Oak (legs) using Vic Ash
as wedges in the mortise and tennon joints. The finish

The lathe was reassembled in the lathe turning annex
of the workshop with great care. All this took about
three hours and the lathe had its first test under power
that afternoon and it sounds very sweet. Thanks to all
those members who helped and especially Pete for
organising the whole event.

Dates for Your Diary

And Another Thing! The ABRANET abrasive
mesh John Tanner demonstrated in the workshop is
available from Mallee Agencies who agreed to make
up assorted packs of 8 Grits from 120 to 600 in sheets
70 x 198 for $1.00 per sheet. That is $8.00 per pack
which compares very well with smaller packs from
other suppliers. Info on ABRANET is on their website at malleeagencies.com.au. It is an open net self
cleaning abrasive which will attach to hook and loop
backings. It is very flexible and easy to use. Does
not clog up like sandpaper does!!! John has ordered
16 packs for members who were at the workshop

Wed 10th January 2018 Committee Meeting
Sat 3rd February 2018 Monthly Meeting
Workshop Days Each Mon & Wed
Mogo
Workshop Toy Days 1st & 3rd Wed
Mogo
Workshop Demonstrations 2nd & 4th Wed Mogo
Proposed Sales Days 2018:
Sat 27th & Sun 28th Jan 2018 Eurobodalla Show
Sat 31st March 2018 Durras Markets
Workshop reopen on Wednesday 10th January 2018
NOTE: Members seeking further information contact
Secretary Eric Simes 02 44715086
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CHRISTMAS PARTY

2017

The end of year break up party at the Mogo workshop
last Wednesday was a treat for all. Great food, plenty of
liquid refreshment to quench your thirst, time to let your
hair down and just have fun and enjoy the friendship of
your woody mates. The pictures say it all…...
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There was the official business to deal with and President
Pete McDowell was very proud to award past president and
long serving member Des Jeffery with a Certificate of Appreciation in recognition of many years of dedicated service
to the Guild.

During the festivities an uninvited visitor arrived looking
for any unguarded tasty bits lying around. Fortunately, he
was convinced to move on back to the bush.

< The most important award of the year is the
EWG Don Lee Woody of the Year Award. This year
the committee unanimously awarded the Woody of
the Year Award to our extremely hard working
President Pete McDowell. Pete has been instrumental in the expansion of the club with the building of a
special compactus and storage room and recently the
expansion of the work area with the new outside
deck. As well as broadening the club’s sales into
new areas and sharing his skills, he has lifted the wood working standard of the club to new heights.

The last formality of the afternoon was the judging of the
John Clements Challenge. John’s idea was to see if and
what members could make out of a single piece of Pacific
Maple, using only the wood from that one piece. He was gobsmacked with the results at first, but his surprise
turned to admiration with the quality and variety of the entries.
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There must be a winner and this went to Helmut Delrieux for his veneered jewellery box. John suggested
Helmut share the bottle with the other entrants as we all deserved the prize. No argument there!
Photos of the Cow project for the Eurobodalla Show have surfaced. It was something very different to make to
challenge those grey cells. Pete McDowell sketched the cow from a print off the net onto some ply and Peter
Brotherton and myself cut the shape while Susanne Page organised the painting. That should do the job!!
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December Show & Tell
Barry Fenning, turned his first bowl from 30 year old Red Gum.
Barry pointed out that he stuck to basic bowl turning principles,
sanded up to 800 grit and applied two coats of U Beaut Polishes
“Aussie Oil” which was hand rubbed onto the raw wood while
spinning in the lathe which gave Barry a hard high gloss finish
bringing out the depth and brilliance of the Red Gum.

John Tanner’s SIG course in tool sharpening for beginners and
advanced members is conducted in the club workshop on
Wednesday’s and is always a grinding success. New member
Sharyn Morrison is refining the sharp cutting edge to a skew chisel as John watches on.

The George Bass Surf Boat Marathon trophy bases. These four
are a typical example of the trophy bases prepared by Peter
McDowell and his team including Peter Brotherton, Trevor
Fletcher and Val Bryne. The timber (bases only) was supplied by
the marathon organisers which was recycled Australian Cedar and
was then cut to shape, edge routered, key holing in the back for
hanging and finished with burnishing oil.

John Tanner turned these Wine Bottle Coasters for some friends
in Switzerland as Christmas presents. The bowls are made from
Huon Pine, Blackheart Sassafras and Blackwood. John finished
them with a product called “Spescoat”, Interior Danish Oil which
is a clear penetrating resin oil, timber sealer and finish. It was
used extensively in the interior of yachts built by Binks in Adelaide. It is hard wearing, abrasion, heat and moisture resistant. John has used it for years on interior gadgets, plates, ornaments, salt and pepper grinders etc because of its durability. It is
NOT categorised as food safe!

The small Aboriginal Motif inserts in the base are sourced from
“bidgiwongart.com.au” / Our Products, / Woodturner Products.
Set of 8 Small Resin Lids/Inserts (8 different designs). 50mm
Diameter. $24 the set or $3 each.
If anybody is interested let John know and maybe he could place
a joint order. They are great for overseas gifts and also come in
75mm Diameter

The Pens John made from Flame She Oak, Blackbean, Huon
Pine and Acrylic are also on their way to Switzerland as presents.
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December Show & Tell cont.
Eric Simes’ Basic Woodworking Course was to teach members to build a project
starting from a basic detailed drawing. The second course is now complete with both
Lesley McIntosh and Christine Birks finishing these saw horses which are made
from Norfolk Island Pine and using hand tools to set out, mark, cut and chisel the top
plate to leg joint before assembling. The saw horses are now becoming useful in our
workshop.
Barry Fenning made the Clock and Pen set as a
Christmas gift (pen featured in November issue) for
his six year old grandson who is a very keen soccer
player. The soccer ball in the clock rotates around
the clock face as the time progresses.
Barry also made the train from club plans using Radiata Pine, the wheels from off cuts of Karri hardwood flooring. The wheels were fixed to a pen mandrel in the lathe, turned and sanded then finished
with Aussie Oil while the body of the train was finished with Satin Polyurethane.

BELAYING PINS
The club received an order through Helmut to manufacture 10 Belaying
Pins for a vintage Wooden Yacht in Batemans Bay. A Belaying Pin is used
to secure ropes on old yachts which had sails and ropes!!!! This was obviously a project for the graduates from the Beginners Woodturning Workshops who made the 10 pins in record SLOW time. Attached is a pic of the
completed masterpieces which were made one each by:
Paul Freestone, Barry Fenning, Ann Salmon, Chris Birks, Sharyn Morrison,
David Keating (Second attempt ), Ray Seppings, Trevor Fletcher (who
made two because of misreading the precision drawing on the first attempt)
and John Tanner
This was a good
exercise for all of
these students and
the end result is a
credit to all of
them!!
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December Show & Tell cont.
Gary Muldoon has taken on the job of producing the very popular club sale day item of the Can Opener. It’s always a popular
item with senior citizens who find difficulty in opening ring pull
cans. Gary bought these along to show and tell as an example.
They are made from Blackbutt, Blackwood, Karri and Red Gum.

John Tanner found a left over off cut of Gidgee lying around the
workshop and put it to good use as a Serving Tray. After sanding
John finished the tray with several coats of Citrus Oil.

GRC are needing a set of “light weight framework” to represent a Stock and Pillory that can be transported to events
around the Eurobodalla shire in which the GRC are participating. The stock is finished and GRC general manager
Georgina Jackson was the first willing person to test the
stock out!! She was eventually released unharmed.
JJ and Dana are proceeding with the second part of he project the Pillory.

The Ryobi bench mounted bandsaw (pictured) is being
offered to club members free of charge by Bob Kolderie
because he can't use it due to the top wheel rubber tyre
being busted and spare parts for this model seem to be no
longer available. Apart from that it’s in good running order.
Perhaps someone could use it for spare parts or maybe able
to find a new tyre to fit. Bob would be glad to pass it
on to anyone interested otherwise he'll dump it at the local
tip. Included are spare blades.

Edited by Malcolm McDonald
& Christine Birks
Club Website
www.eurobodallawoodies.org.au
Email: ewg.mogo@yahoo.com

Another graduate from John Tanner’s wood lathe
turning course. Paul Freestone turned these serving
bowls from pine and after sanding he finished them
with EEE and Shellawax.
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Workshop Extension: The long awaited extension to the workshop is complete. The following collage of

photos supplied by Nick Stone is self explanatory. Team leader is Peter McDowell with regular support from Ray
Seppings, Nick Stone, Ann Samon, Paul Freestone, Malcolm McDonald, Peter Brotherton, Helmut Delrieux,
David Keating, Barry Fenning, Eric Simes, Susanne Page and Nick Hopkins.

THE END!
The New Deck Project took approx. three weeks to complete for Pete McDowell and his team, some of the team
members are pictured below at right while the very first morning tea break was celebrated on the newly
completed deck on
Monday 11th.

Well done to Pete
McDowell and all
the club members
involved from start
to finish.
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The December Saturday monthly meeting was held at
Neil and Ruth Henderson’s home in Guerilla Bay and
despite the rainy afternoon trying to dampen our enthusiasm everyone present thoroughly enjoyed the gathering which was helped enormously with a serving of
Ruth’s famous jam and cream scones. However, the
piece de resistance was Neil’s ambitious project to build a boat he and Ruth could enjoy on the water.
This is Neil’s story so far..

MEMBERS
CORNER

The boat is called “Bella” after a favourite Golden Retriever now in dog heaven. The boat design is called a Snapper
boat and was designed by David Payne. David has designed
2 versions of the boat – a) a Motor boat and b) a Motor/
Sailer – I am building the Motor boat version. The boat is
5.2m LOA and will weigh approx. 600kg.
I bought my plans from David Payne.

The hull is built using a modern style of clinker boat building which uses good quality (Brunyzeel) plywood 9mm
thick which is glued at the overlaps (25mm overlap) using
very strong (Wests system) epoxy glue – traditional clinker
boats have planks cut from boards and the planks are joined
using copper pins which are roved (similar to riveting in the
end result). Each plank in my boat was first cut and shaped
as a template (4mm cheap ply) before cutting out 2 planks
from the template – 2 planks were cut together to ensure
there was no difference between port and starboard planks –
clinker boats can look slightly “wonky” if planks differ in
alignment especially where they meet at the bow.

Each plank is then planed with a gain (10” long) at either
end to allow the upper and lower plank overlap to merge
completely at the bow and at the transom. I gave a short
demonstration of planing gains on the day. Each plank is
also bevelled all the way from stern to stem – the bevel allows the 25mm plank overlap to touch across the full 25mm
all the way along the 5.4m plank – a plank without the bevel would have very limited ability for the epoxy to attach to
wood and would be too weak, hence bevelling is required…. So you get to be reasonably good at using a
plane! The transom is made from marine ply which is veneered with Tasmanian Blackwood.

After the hull was built and painted upside down we
flipped (!) it over and painted the interior of the hull. Then
starts the lengthy job of fitout which firstly adds great rigidity to the hull by adding ribs and inwale, then adds safety and comfort with bulkheads, seats and motor. The interior is built using a mixture of Hoop Pine (very clear grained
but fairly soft) and Danish Beech (lovely timber at a
$price). Decks are covered using 6mm Bunyzeel ply.
Knees are added to port and startboard quarters which further stiffen the hull – knees were made from 5 laminations
of steam bent Spotted Gum.
Cont. Page 13.
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The boat is powered by a 10hp diesel assembled by Nanni (French company) who marinise Kubota diesel engines – modern small diesels are great for smaller boats and are relatively light (mine weighs only 90kg). The
engine drives a stainless steel shaft which is supported in the stern tube by cutless bearings which are permanently sitting in water (when the boat is in the water) – the shaft turns a 11” 3-bladed propeller. Engine controls are
yet to be fitted into the boat.
Building the boat has taken slightly over 2 years so far and should finish early 2018 (launch date!). I could have
finished her earlier but was distracted by the fact that I bought another boat last in late 2016 which I keep at
Narooma – weak excuse but the best I have!
Boat building is a constant learning experience and I have learnt bucketloads building Bella – mainly from
friends, books and videos, mostly from friends who were invaluable. It can be intensely frustrating (almost started
the chainsaw earlier in 2017) but is almost wonderfully rewarding when you see the beauty of the result.
If anyone would like to talk to me about boat building am very happy to help. The photos taken at various points
during the build. Neil Henderson.

2018 Eurobodalla District Show
Saturday 27th January 2018 and Sunday 28th January 2018
Moruya Showground
“www.eurobodalla.org.au”

Tel : 4472

4629

www.cameronstimber.com.au
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